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Letter dated 17 June 1985 fron the Charg6 draffaires a.i. of the
Pernanent Mission of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland to the United Nations addressed to the

Secretary-General

I have the honour to transmit herewith the text of the communiqud issued by
the Ministers for Foreign Affairs of the North Atlantic Council at Lisbon on
7 June 1985.

f should be grateful if you would arrange to have the text circulated as an
official document of the General Assernbly under agenda iterns 57, 65 and 72 of the
preliminary Iist.

(Signed) P. M. MAXEY
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The North Atlantic
7 June 1985. Ministers

I. We are a defensive
protection of freedom.

ANNEX

Conununiqu6 issued bv the Ministers for Foreign Affairs of the
North Atlantic Council of Lis-bon on 7 June 1985

Council met in ministerial session in Lisbon on 5 and
agreed as follows:

alliance dedicated to the preservation of peace and the

2. Reaffirming the principles of last year's Washington statement on East,/l{est
relations, lve remain determined to maintain both our potitical solidarity and the
military strength necessary for our defence. On this basis' lde seek genuine
ddtente through constructive dialogue and broad co-operation with the Soviet Union
and with each of the countries of Eastern Europe in all areas. We call on the new

Soviet leadership to join us in seeking tangible improvements in EastAest
relations, which would perrnit us to build on areas of common interest. A positive
Soviet response to the United States approach at the United States,/Soviet
negotiations recently opened in Geneva would contribute substantially towards that
end.

3. We do not seek military superiority for ourselves. None of our weapons will
ever be used except in response to attack.

But, faced with the continuing build-up and modernization of Soviet nuclear
and conventional arms, we shall preserve credible deterrence through sufficient
conventional and nuclear forces. The allies particiPating in the military
structure of the Alliance are making an effort to improve, in particular, their
conventional capabilities.

our strategy of deterrence has proved its value in safeguarding peaces it
remains fully valid. Its purpose is to prevent war and to enable us to resist
intimidation.

4. The security of the North American and European allies is inseparable. The
cohesion of the Alliance is sustained by continuous consultations on all matters
affecting our common interests and security.

5. Deterrence and defence together with arns control and disarmament are integral
parts of the security policy of thci Alliance. We wish to strengthen the peace by
establishing a stable military balance at the lowest possible level of forces.

6. In this spirit, we welcome the United States/Soviet negotiations in Geneva on

their strategic nuclear weapons, on their internediate-range nuclear weapons, and
on defence and space systems. These negotiations are intended to work out between

the two countries effective agreements ained at preventing an arms race in space
and terminating it on earth, at limiting and reducing nuclear arms, and at
strengthening strategic stability. We strongly supPort United States efforts in

l
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aII three areas of negotiation, and we call on the Soviet Union to adopt a positive
approach.

The a]Iies concerned reiterate their willingness to modify, haltr reverse, or

dispense with longer-range rNF (LRTNF) deproyment as part of an eguitabre and

verifiable arms conlrol agreement. In the absence of such an agreement, they will
continue to deploy LRINF missiles on schedule.

We wiII continue to consult closely on all of
Denmark reserve their positions on the INF part of

7. We are deternined to achieve Progress also on
and disarmament and urge the Soviet Union to work
verifiable agreements. In particular:

these issues. (Greece and
this paragraPh.)

other aspects of arms control
with us for balanced and

- In the ViennE MBFR negotiations the participating allies are seeking equal
collective manpovrer leve1s through verifiable reductions in conventional
forces in Europe and effective associated measurest

- In Stockholm (CDE) we are seeking agreement on militarily significant'
politically binding and verifiable confidence- and security-building
measures covering the whole of Europe to give new concrete effect and

expression to the existing duty of all participating States to refrain fron
the threat or use of forcei

- rn the Geneva Conference on Disarmament we seek in particular a world-wide
comprehensive and verifiable ban on chemical weapons: we remain deeply
concerned about the proliferation and use of such vteaPons.

8. we attach great importance to the full implementation by all Participating
States of all piincipfes and provisions enshrined in the Helsinki Final Act and to
balanced progress in the CSCE process in all its aspects. The tenth anniversary of
the Final Act in August 1985 should be commenorated by a meeting of the
participating States at the ministerial level-. We would like to see the
anniversary marked by substantial progress in the CSCE process, including
neaningful results at the'irnportanl meeting on human rights in Ottawa. We also
hope for a positive exchange of views at the cultural forun in Budapest in the
autumn.

g. We strongly condgrn4 -tgrr_o5is_m and will continue to work to elininate this
threat to our citizens and to the denocratic values we hold in conmon'

10. In the spirit of article 2 of the North Atlantic Treaty, we remain fully
committed to promoting the stability and well-being of our community of free
nations, sharing common values. We consequently reaffirm the imlnrtance of special
progratnmes for less favoured partners.

11. The naintenance of a calm situation in and around Berlin, including unhindered
traffic on aII access routes, remains an essentiat element in EastA{est relations'
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We support the efforts of the Federal Republic of Germany to achieve Progress
in inner-German relations which can make a significant contribution to the building
of confidence in Europe and benefit the German peopler particularly the Berliners.

L2. The Soviet invasion of Afghanistanr now in its sixth year' violates
fundamentat principles of international law. We urge the Soviet Union to Put an
end to the suffering of the Afghan people, by withdrawing its troops and agreeing
to a political solution restoring the independence and non-aligned status of
Afghanistan.

Events in Poland underscore the continuing need for genuine dialogue between
the various elements of society and for national reconciliation.

We, for our part, respect the sovereignty and independence of. aII SLates. I{e
will remain vigilant and will consult on events outside the Treaty area which might
threaten our conmon security.

The Minister for Foreign Affairs of Spain reserves his Government's position
on the present comnuniqu6.


